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1. Which character was your favorite? Evelyn, with her thirst
for knowledge and unflagging optimism? Sasha, prim and
proper but struggling to find hope and purpose in life? Or
perhaps Donald, unwilling to give up on love? Do you
identify with one character more than the others? Why?
2. At first glance, Evelyn and Sasha are complete opposites. As
the book unfolds, do you think they remain opposites, or
do they have certain things in common? What are some of
these things?
3. What did you think of Evelyn’s relationship with Jorden?
Have you ever been in a similar situation? Do you think
Jorden really loved Evelyn, or was he just using her?
4. How do Evelyn and Sasha impact each other’s lives? What
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effect does Evelyn’s presence have on Sasha’s depression?
How does Sasha help Evelyn in turn?
5. How did you feel about Donald’s reaction to Sasha cutting
him out of her life? Do you think he should have tried
harder to win her back? Do you think he pushed too hard?
What would you have done in his place, if your loved one
shut you out?
6. The book contains detailed descriptions of the life of a professional ballet dancer. What characteristics do you think a
person must possess in order to succeed as a dancer? How
do these personality traits affect the rest of Sasha’s and Donald’s lives and their journey back to each other?
7. What role does the snowglobe play in Sasha’s fall and recovery? If she had heeded the snowglobe’s warning, how would
her life be different? Do you think it would be better or
worse? How does the snowglobe help her heal?
8. Evelyn’s parents don’t approve of her decisions to put off
college and marry Jorden. The tension between Evelyn’s
right to make her own choices and her parents’ desire for
what is best for her causes a rift in their relationship. Who
did you sympathize with more? Have you ever been in
Evelyn’s shoes? Or her parents’? How did you resolve the
conflict?
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9. Evelyn’s safe place, where she goes when she needs comfort
and acceptance, is her grandfather’s butcher shop. Does
Sasha have a place like this at the beginning of the novel?
What about by the end? Where is your safe place?
10. Grace plays a large part in both Evelyn’s and Sasha’s journeys. How does Evelyn bring grace into Sasha’s life? What
role does grace then play in Evelyn’s own healing? What
other ways do you see grace working in the novel?

